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We study the grating-assisted light-emitting diode, an LED design for high brightness based on a resonant
cavity containing one- or two-dimensionally periodically corrugated layers (grating). We give in detail a gen-
erally applicable electromagnetic analysis based on the rigorous coupled-wave theory to calculate the extrac-
tion efficiency of spontaneous emission in a periodically corrugated layer structure. This general model is
then specified on the grating-assisted resonant-cavity LED, showing simulated efficiencies of more than 40%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing use of solid-state light sources in commer-
cial applications such as automobile lighting, displays,
and optical interconnects, stimulates the research on
high-brightness, highly efficient light emitters. Semicon-
ductor LEDs, mostly showing internal quantum efficien-
cies close to 100% and having a simple, robust structure
and a long lifetime, are considered to be suitable candi-
dates for these applications. Ordinary semiconductor
LEDs, however, show an overall efficiency of only a few
percent. The external quantum efficiency is limited by
total internal reflection at the semiconductor–air inter-
face (e.g., critical angle uc for total internal reflection at a
GaAs–air interface is only 16°).

Several advanced structures and techniques that en-
hance the efficiency of the LED have been proposed. The
critical angle uc can be increased by embedding the LED
in a transparent epoxy dome with high refractive index.
If the dome is curved and sufficiently large, all light will
hit the epoxy–air interface within the critical angle.1 Al-
ternatively, the light can be extracted from multiple out-
put planes.1 Other techniques alter the path of the pho-
ton inside the semiconductor until it reaches the
semiconductor–air interface within the extraction cone.
This can be done in a controlled way, such as use of LEDs
with a radial outcoupling taper,2 truncated-inverted-
pyramid LEDs,3 or in a more randomized way, such as use
of surface-roughened non-resonant-cavity LEDs
(NRCLEDs).4 The latter achieves overall efficiencies of
46% by redistributing the light at the roughened surface
on top of the active region and around the mesa.5

In a resonant-cavity LED (RCLED), the spontaneous
emission is generated in a Fabry–Perot resonator, in
which interference effects alter the internal angular
power distribution.6,7 The preferential propagation di-
rection of the photons can be forced toward the extraction
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cone. This increase of directivity and/or efficiency due to
redistribution of the photons must be distinguished from
the case of enhancement of spontaneous emission rate by
the Purcell factor (3Q/4p2)(l3/V), defined for three-
dimensional optical cavities of volume V and mode qual-
ity factor Q 5 Dl/l, with Dl the narrow emission line-
width Dl around l, where Q is the smallest quality factor,
or Dl/l.6 Because of the rather small reflectivity coeffi-
cients of the cavity mirror(s) in most cases, the Purcell
factor tends to 1, resulting in a neglectable enhancement
of spontaneous emission rate. Over the past few years,
research on RCLEDs using an electrically pumped p –n
diode placed between a metallic mirror/electrical contact
and a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) has resulted in
devices with overall quantum efficiencies of 26%.8 How-
ever, again, only the resonant power emitted in a limited
numerical aperture around the direction perpendicular to
the substrate, corresponding to the critical angle uc , can
be extracted. The optical power coupled to the so-called
leaky DBR modes, which are totally internally reflected
at the semiconductor–air interface and to the laterally
propagating or guided modes, which are totally internally
reflected at the DBR mirror, is lost (except through par-
tial photon recycling by reabsorption9). These losses
cause the external extraction efficiency to be substantially
lower than 100%.

A solution to this loss of power in the unextractable
guided modes can be found in a two-dimensional (2D)-
periodic wavelength-scaled grating integrated into one or
more of the interfaces of the resonant cavity. Several de-
sign approaches can be distinguished. The periodic cor-
rugation can provide a bandgap in the dispersion relation
of the guided modes at the frequency of emission. Emis-
sion will then initially be prevented in the guided
modes.10 Textured metallic mirrors in thin-film resonant
cavities providing a bandgap for the TM21 coupled
surface-plasmon polariton mode11 and the lowest-order
2002 Optical Society of America
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TE mode12 have been demonstrated. Alternatively, the
grating can be used for purely optical photon recycling.
The diffractive properties of the periodic grating can redi-
rect the laterally propagating resonant guided mode to an
extractable direction in the extraction cone. Because of
the high power fraction in these guided modes, the use of
such gratings will then result in a higher external extrac-
tion efficiency. We will hereafter call these devices
grating-assisted RCLEDs (GA-RCLEDs), which are the
subject of this paper. GA-RCLEDs have been studied in
the form of thin-film devices that have a periodically cor-
rugated mirror,13 and they have been developed in the
form of thin films with a periodic wavelength-scale struc-
ture in the optically active layer14 and in the form of
asymmetric cavities with a DBR mirror and a metallic
mirror15 or a DBR and a semiconductor–air interface.16

A variation on the latter can be found in a 2D periodic cor-
rugation surrounding the active region. In these devices,
the Fabry–Perot mode is extracted in the central part of
the light source where the layers are homogeneous, and
the guided mode leaves the semiconductor in the sur-
rounding periodically corrugated region.17,18

This paper presents a model for spontaneous emission
in periodically corrugated layer structures. The pro-
posed analysis is equivalent to the one proposed by
Rigneault et al.19 but differs in that it includes the depen-
dence of the electric field in the cavity on dipole position
in relation to the periodic unit cell defined by the Bragg
vectors (Subsection 3.D). The electromagnetic analysis
presented is applicable for any one-dimensional (1D) or
2D periodically corrugated layer structure. The ex-
amples and simulations presented are restricted to GA-
RCLEDs at 980 nm in form of a bottom-emitting asym-
metric RCLED that has a bottom DBR mirror and a
periodic corrugation in the metallic top interface to dif-
fract the guided mode to the extraction cone. The grat-
ing coincides with the active region. The metallic inter-
face will act both as diffractive mirror and as electrical
contact. These devices have straightforward processing
and show an increasing production yield.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 the de-
vice concept is highlighted in greater detail. The section
is therefore subdivided into three parts corresponding to
the basic issues of a GA-RCLED: (A) spontaneous emis-
sion in layered structures, (B) extraction of in-plane
propagating waves by means of a grating in passive
waveguides, and (C) the combination of (A) and (B). Sec-
tion 3 describes the electromagnetic analysis on which the
numerical calculations used to simulate dipole emission
inside periodically corrugated layer structures are based.
Numerical results for GA-RCLEDs with a 1D or a 2D
grating as cavity mirror are presented in Section 4; Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper.

2. CONCEPT OF A GRATING-ASSISTED
RESONANT-CAVITY LED
A. Dipole Emission in a Planar Cavity
The angular distribution of spontaneous emission in bulk
semiconductors can often be regarded as isotropic. How-
ever, when the emitting dipole is placed inside a cavity,
photons can be redistributed by means of interferences.6,7
Four ways can be distinguished in which the photons are
redistributed: (1) outside modes, (2) guided modes, (3)
leaky modes, and (4) metal absorption in the case in
which a metallic mirror is used. The outside modes or
Fabry–Perot modes with k i , vnsur /c 5 kc (nsur is the
refractive index of the surrounding material, and k i

5 kxy is the wave-vector component lying in the plane of
the multilayer structure) can be extracted [Fig. 1(a)].
This extraction causes the typically low Q factor of these
modes. The guided modes, in contrast, are trapped in
the cavity because of total internal reflection (TIR) at the
mirror interfaces $kTIR

mir1 ,kTIR
mir2%max , ki . They show unity

round-trip conditions for the complex field amplitude in
the absence of damping and consequently a higher Q fac-
tor. When a DBR mirror is used, these guided modes can
couple evanescently to the outside medium. In this case
they are rather referred to as ‘‘quasi’’-guided modes. The
third channel for redistribution was referred to as leaky
modes: photons ‘‘leak’’ through the DBR mirror when
kc , k i , $kTIR

mir1 ,kTIR
mir2%max and are absorbed in the sub-

strate, as they total internally reflect at the substrate–
vacuum interface. Guided modes, leaky modes, and
metal absorption cause the external extraction efficiency
to be substantially lower than 100%.

The distribution of the photons over the four channels
depends strongly on the design of the cavity. An initial
distinction has to be made regarding whether a DBR mir-
ror is used in the cavity. Thin-film devices without a
DBR mirror do not support leaky modes. The emitted
power can be efficiently concentrated in a unique guided
mode when the thin film is adequately designed. Cavi-
ties with a DBR mirror, in contrast, do support leaky
modes. Benisty et al.6 optimized a hybrid bottom-

Fig. 1. (a) k-space presentation of outside, leaky, and guided
modes, (b) RCLED, (c) typical internal angular emission distri-
bution in RCLED, with u 5 arcsin(ki /k).
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emitting cavity with a metallic and a DBR mirror for high
extraction efficiency at 980 nm [Fig. 1(b)]. Figure 1(c)
shows a simulation of the internal angular emission
distribution with an indication of the fraction of the
total emitted power in the respective modes
@u 5 arcsin(ki /k)#. The outside emission takes 20–25%.
The power lost through the guided mode(s) accounts for
30–35%, through leaky DBR modes 25–35%, and through
metallic absorption 10–15%. DBR modes cannot be
avoided, but they can be minimized by using a higher-
contrast DBR mirror, e.g., an AlOx/GaAs DBR.8 The
guided modes can be cut off by using a thinner cavity.
However, the power of the latter will be divided over all
modes, including the leaky DBR modes, resulting in only
marginal extra power in the extractable Fabry–Perot
mode, and most of the power (70%) will be absorbed in the
substrate.20 Since the integration of a more complex
doping profile is more accessible in thicker cavities, a
thicker cavity supporting the guided mode is to be pre-
ferred in electrically pumped devices.

B. Extraction of In-Plane Propagating Waves by Means
of a Grating
Passive waveguide structures with grating couplers have
been widely studied.21–23 A guided mode propagating in
a lossless planar waveguide structure equipped with a
shallow lossless grating with appropriate period(s) Li (i
5 x,y8) and resulting Bragg vector(s) Ki 5 2p1Li

/L i

[see Figs. 2(a) and 2(d)] can be diffracted entirely toward
the extraction cone. This can be easily illustrated by us-
ing a wave-vector presentation in the k space
@(kx ,ky ,kz) 5 (ki ,kz)# (Fig. 2). This is called the wave-
vector diagram (WVD).13 Monochromatic light with fre-

Fig. 2. Wave-vector diagram. (a) Top view of a 1D grating. (b)
Extraction of guided mode with use of a 1D first-order grating
(b 5 uKxu) presented in the ki plane: When the guided mode is
projected toward the extraction cone, ec, the overlap of the dif-
fracted light and the extraction cone can be extracted. This cor-
responds to a fraction of 22% of the guided mode. (c) Alternative
graphic presentation to calculate the upper limit: projection of
the extraction cone toward the guided mode by the Bragg vector.
The overlap of the projected cone and the guided mode is limited
to 22%. (d) Top view of a 2D grating (b 5 uKiu, i 5 x, y8). (e)
Analog graphic presentation for a 2D first-order grating. (f) 2D
second-order grating (b 5 2uKiu).
quency n and vacuum wavelength l0 5 c/n and wave
number k0 5 2p/l0 is considered, with c the velocity of
light. In the ki plane, the guided mode in the high-
refractive-index waveguide (for GaAs n ' 3.52) can be
represented by its propagation constant b 5 ukiu
5 uk0iuneff for azimuthal angle f, 0 < f , 2p, and neff is
the effective refractive index of the guided mode. This
leads to a circle in the WVD. Waves with in-plane k vec-
tor ki smaller than 2p/l0 can escape the waveguide in a
nonlateral way. This region of extractable waves is rep-
resented in the ki plane by the extraction cone ec, corre-
sponding to ec, disk, ukiu , 2pn/l0 . Since the propaga-
tion constant b does not overlap the extraction cone, the
guided wave will not be extracted out of the high-
refractive-index slab (leaving evanescent coupling aside).
However, when the interface of the slab is corrugated
with a shallow grating, weakly affecting the propagation
constant of the guided wave, waves with ki 5 k0ineff
1 vKx 1 wKy8 , v, w integer, will be present according

the Floquet–Bloch theorem. The guided mode will con-
tinuously couple power to these diffracted waves and vice
versa. This can be represented in the WVD by a projec-
tion of the ‘‘guided’’ wave, represented in the WVD by the
circle with radius b, toward the extraction cone along the
Bragg vector. The overlapping part of the diffracted
wave with the extraction cone can escape the waveguide.
Thus the guided mode will leak power toward the extrac-
tion cone by means of diffracted waves. The appropriate
period and lattice structure of the grating to maximize
overlap depend on the dielectric-constant differences
among the core, cladding, and vacuum. With a 1D grat-
ing and a waveguide configuration representative of GaAs
RCLEDs, up to 22% of the diffracted guided wave over-
laps the extraction cone [marked bold in Fig. 2(b)]. This
22% represents a maximum of the extractable fraction of
the guided wave in this configuration. This can alterna-
tively be represented graphically by a translation of the
extraction cone toward the guided wave [Fig. 2(c)] instead
of the translation of the circle that represents the guided
wave toward the extraction-cone disk. The overlap of the
guided mode and the translated extraction cone again
represents an upper limit of the extraction efficiency. A
2D grating increases the extraction efficiency of the
guided wave to 66% with a first-order grating (the guided
mode is coupled toward the extraction cone through first-
order diffraction) [Fig. 2(e)] and to 100% with a second-
order grating (the guided mode is coupled toward the ex-
traction cone through second-order diffraction) [Fig. 2(f)].

It is worth emphasizing that this graphic analysis indi-
cates qualitatively to what extent a grating structure can
extract an in-plane guided mode. It only represents an
upper limit of the extractable fraction of the guided wave.
Quantitative information, e.g., the fraction of photons in
the respective modes or absorption losses, has to be found
by a rigorous analysis (see Section 3).

C. Grating-Assisted Resonant-Cavity LED
In a way similar to the extraction of a guided wave from a
corrugated passive waveguide, the guided mode excited
by a dipole placed inside a periodically corrugated layer
structure can escape the cavity when the period, depth,
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filling factor, lattice structure of the grating, and cavity
thickness are chosen appropriately.

In the case of monomodal thin-film devices, the guided
mode can be directly extracted.13

With use of a hybrid bottom-emitting cavity with me-
tallic and DBR mirrors sustaining an extractable Fabry–
Perot mode, guided mode(s) and leaky DBR modes, the
grating will couple the guided mode to the extractable
Fabry–Perot mode and vice versa. If the extractable
resonant surface-normal mode has a lower Q factor than
the nonextractable high-Q guided mode, reciprocal cou-
pling of power between the resonant systems will result
in a net power flow from the guided mode to the extrac-
tion cone in the case of negligible absorptions. The con-
ceptual design of a GA-RCLED is depicted in Fig. 3.

3. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
A. Electric Dipole Emission in a Two-Dimensional
Periodically Corrugated Multilayered Structure
The plane-wave matrix formalism for dipole radiation in a
multilayer planar system12 has been extended to calcu-
late emission modification of a dipole placed in an arbi-
trary 2D periodically corrugated multilayered structure.
The plane-wave matrix formalism is based on the Fourier
transform with respect to x and y of the electromagnetic
field emitted by an electrical dipole. The k i Fourier spec-
trum contains arbitrarily large wave vectors kx and ky .
Letting these plane propagative and evanescent waves
propagate through the periodically corrugated multilayer

Fig. 3. Sketch of a GA-RCLED.
permits the outside far-field radiated power to be calcu-
lated. This formalism is presented in this section.

The electromagnetic field e(x, y, z) [time dependence
exp(2ivt) is assumed] can be expressed in terms of its
Fourier components eF(u, f, z), the plane-wave ampli-
tude per solid angle, or the mode density,

e~x, y, z ! 5 S E
0

p/2

1 E
p/21i0

p/21i` D sin u du

3 E
0

2p

dfeF~u, f, z !exp~ikir!, (1)

or by using the Wronskian conversion and expressing eF
as a function of kx and ky :

e~e, y, z ! 5 E
2`

` E
2`

` dkxdky

nk0kz
eF~kx , ky , z !

3 exp~ikxx 1 ikyy !. (2)

In the presence of a diffractive grating, waves are coupled
with each other according to the Bragg condition. This
means that a wave with in-plane wave vector ki

in 5 ki
00

gives rise to waves with in-plane wave vector ki
vw and vice

versa (Fig. 4),

ki
vw 5 ki

in 1 v
2p

Lx
1x 1 w

2p

Ly8

1y8 , (3)

where Lx is the period along the x direction and Ly8 is the
period along the y8 direction with 1y8 5 1x cos(z)
1 1y sin(z) and v, w integer. This implies that if matri-
ces are introduced to express coupling between the
coupled Bragg diffracted waves, the infinite integrals of
Eq. (1) can be reduced to a finite integration region in the
k space, bounded by the respective Bragg vectors,

e~x, y, z ! 5 E
0

2p/LxE
0

2p/Ly8 dkxdky8

nk0kz
Kxy • EF , (4)

where EF represents a VW 3 1 column matrix (V and W
are the number of diffracted orders retained in the calcu-
lation for the respective periodic directions) and Kxy is a 1
3 VW row matrix with elements

EF@Wv 1 w# 5 eF~kx
vw , ky

vw , z !,

Kxy@Wv 1 w# 5 exp~ikx
vwx 1 iky

vwy !,
Fig. 4. Plane-wave formalism in a multilayer periodically corrugated structure. Eint is defined in Eq. (8).
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kx
vw 5 kx

00 1 v
2p

Lx
1 w cos~z!

2p

Ly8

,

ky
vw 5 ky

00 1 w sin~z!
2p

Ly8

,

0 < v , V, 0 < w , W, v and w integer. (5)

In the presence of an absorbing medium located close to
the emitter, the numbers of diffracted orders V and W re-
tained in the calculation for the respective periodic direc-
tions have to be high enough to ensure inclusion of eva-
nescent waves coupling to surface plasmons in this
absorbing medium. Evanescent coupling to high-
refractive-index layers is circumvented by letting the
emission take place in a reference layer with zero thick-
ness and nref . nmax , where nref is the refractive index of
the reference source layer and nmax is the highest refrac-
tive index of the layer structure.

This reduction of the integration space to the Bragg
unit cell in Eq. (4) implies that the plane-wave matrix for-
malism for homogeneous multilayer structures6 can eas-
ily be extended when the electromagnetic field compo-
nents and the reflection and transmission coefficients are
replaced by matrices representative of the coupled waves
that satisfy the Bragg condition. When this is done, the
normalized (with respect to total emission in bulk media)
source terms that are introduced in the plane-wave ma-
trix formalism as an additive discontinuity across the di-
pole layer become column matrices of order VW 3 1.
Table 1 summarizes the source terms A of the three con-
figurations of dipole radiation that can be considered: (1)
a vertical dipole v, radiating TM ( p) waves; (2) a horizon-
tal dipole h, radiating TM waves, averaged over the azi-
muthal angle of the dipole orientation; and (3) a horizon-
tal dipole h, radiating TE (s) waves, averaged over the
azimuthal angle of the dipole orientation.

The vectorial electric field EF can be split into a TE
part (Es 5 EF • i1k 3 1zi) and a TM part (Ep 5 EF
• i1k 3 (1k 3 1z)i). Then Eh/v stands for the 2VW
3 1 matrix consisting of both the TE and the TM contri-
butions resulting from horizontal or vertical dipoles, re-
spectively. A similar notation is introduced for the dipole
terms:

Table 1. Source Terms for Horizontal
and Vertical Dipoles

Dipole TE TM

Horizontal A↑↓
h,s@Wv 1 w# A↑↓

h, p@Wv 1 w#

5 A 3

16p
5 A 3

16p

kz,vw

k

Vertical A↑↓
v,s@Wv 1 w# A↑↓

v, p@Wv 1 w#

5 0 5 6A 3

8p

k i,vw

k

Eh/v 5 F Eh/v,s

Eh/v, pG ,
Eh/v@Wv2 1 w# 5 S 1 2 bv2

V c DEh/v,s@Wv2 1 w#

1 bv2

V cEh/v, p@W~v2 2 V ! 1 w#,

0 < v2 , 2V, 0 < w , W, (6)

A↑↓
h/v 5 F A↑↓

h/v, s

A↑↓
h/v, pG , (7)

where b c means largest integer smaller than the argu-
ment. Calculating the electric field matrix caused by di-
pole emission in the direction corresponding to the
(v2 , w) diffraction order then takes into account coupling
between the respective polarizations. After accounting
for the multiple reflections at the mirrors, we can write
the upward- and downward-propagating extracted fields
as15

Eup
h/v~v2 , w ! 5

Tup~RdownSEv2wA↓
h/v 2 SEv2wA↑

h/v!

I 2 RdownRup

5 TupEintup
h/v ,

Edown
h/v ~v2 , w ! 5

Tdown~RupSEv2wA↑
h/v 2 SEv2wA↓

h/v!

I 2 RdownRup

5 TdownEintdown
h/v , (8)

with I the 2VW 3 2VW unity matrix and Rup , Tup ,
Rdown and Tdown the 2VW 3 2VW reflection and trans-
mission matrices, respectively, of the multilayer on top of
and below the active layer. In these matrices the ele-
ment @Wv2 1 w,Wv28 1 w8# relates the (v28 , w8) dif-
fracted order to the (v2 ,w) wave. Calculation of these
matrices will be discussed in the Subsection 3.B. SEv2w

is a 2VW 3 2VW matrix with all elements zero but the
(v2 , w)th element equal to 1, making the dipole emission
active only in the direction corresponding to the (v2 , w)
diffraction order. Eint represents the internal electric
field matrix (see Fig. 4).

B. Calculation of R and T
To calculate the reflection and transmission matrices of
the periodically corrugated multilayers, a rigorous elec-
tromagnetic analysis is needed with respect to the sensi-
tivity of the cavity behavior to phase and amplitude shifts
of the cavity mirror’s reflection coefficients. We have
implemented the rigorous coupled-wave analysis for grat-
ings proposed by Moharam et al.24,25 and reformulated by
Li26 and Lalanne27 to improve TM convergence. It is a
straightforward, noniterative, deterministic technique,
based on a state-variables representation of the coupled-
wave amplitudes of the space-harmonic fields, permitting
calculation of the field in terms of eigenfunctions and
eigenvectors of the coefficient matrix defined by the
coupled-wave equations. The coupled-wave equations
are Maxwell’s equations solved in the grating layers for
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the field’s spatial Fourier expansion. The accuracy of the
obtained solution depends solely on the number of terms
retained in the space-harmonic expansion of the field,
with conservation of energy always retained. For a de-
tailed discussion on the rigorous coupled-wave analysis,
the reader is referred to Refs. 24–27.

C. Extraction Efficiency
The extraction efficiency can be found by integrating the
normalized power of the outside plane waves per unit
solid angle and per unit surface over the desired solid
angle. This normalized power density can be calculated
from Eqs. (8), which expresses the plane-wave amplitude
of the electromagnetic field per unit solid angle as a func-
tion of the normalized source terms. However, calcula-
tion of the inside and outside power flux normalized to the
source power flux must take into account both the solid
angle transformation due to refraction and the solid angle
transformation due to diffraction (Fig. 5).

At a 2D periodically corrugated interface, the normal-
ized active transmitted (reflected) power per unit inter-
face area tpow

vw (rpow
vw ) of the (Wv 1 w)th diffracted order

or, equally, the amplitude ratio of the projection onto the z
axis of the real transmitted (reflected) Poynting vector svw

to the real incident Poynting vector sin, can be written as
function of the field amplitudes tf

vw(rf
vw):

Re~s • 1z! 5
1

2
Re~e 3 h* ! • 1z ,

Re~sz
in! 5

1

2

Re~kz
in!

vm0
,

Re~sz
vw! 5

1

2

Re~kz
vw!

wm0
tf

vwtf
vw* ,

tpow
vw 5

Re~sz
vw!

Re~sz
in!

, (9)

or with tsf
vw , tpf

vw the components of the electric and mag-
netic field vectors representing TE and TM polarizations:

tpow
vw 5 uts f

vw u2 ReS kz
vw

kz
in D 1 utp f

vw u2 ReS kz
vw/nsur

2

kz
in D . (10)

Fig. 5. Solid-angle transformation due to refraction and diffrac-
tion.
Taking into account Eqs. (9) and (10), we can calculate a
PV matrix from Eq. (8):

PV
s @Wv 1 w# 5 Sv28 ,w8

2V,W uEh/v,s~v28 , w !@Wv 1 w#u2

3 ReS kz
vw

kz
v28 ,w8

1

nref k0kz
n28w8D ,

PV
p @Wv 1 w# 5 Sv28 ,w8

2V,W uEh/v, p~v28 , w8!@Wv 1 w#u2

3 ReS kz
vw/nsur

2

kz
v28 ,w8

1

nref k0kz
n28w8D , (11)

with PV
s,p@Wv 1 w# the normalized power per unit spatial

frequency in a direction corresponding to kvw. Finally, the
normalized power per unit surface can be calculated by
integrating the matrix product over the Bragg unit cell:

ps, p 5 E
0

2p/LxE
0

2p/Ly8
dkxdky8IrPV

s, p , (12)

with Ir a unity 1 3 VW row matrix. This normalized
power defines the measure for extraction efficiency when
the ratio of the outside power to the total power is consid-
ered.

Numerical calculation of the integral in the formula of
the normalized power [Eq. (12)] can be done by discreti-
zation of the integrand. This discretization has to be
done with care, because the power density function PV

will show narrow peaks around multiple-beam interfer-
ence effects (e.g., the extracted guided wave). A locally
narrower grid will then be required around these narrow
modes.

D. Importance of Dipole Position: Remark on Eqs.
(11)
In the case of a set of ki vectors coupled by the Bragg con-
dition, the contributions of the source terms of the respec-
tive emission directions to a specific spatial frequency ki

pq

of this set are considered to interact incoherently. Al-
though the respective contributions of a single dipole at a
specific location to a certain diffraction order do interact
coherently, the dependency of the intensity on the dipole,
position is averaged out when all dipole positions are
considered in a Bragg unit cell. This incoherent inter-
action of the respective contributions of a single dipole
used to calculate the normalized power per unit spatial
frequency PV in Eq. (11), is justified by the fact that
the phase of the reflection coefficients Rvw→pq depends on
the in-plane position of the dipole. This phase-shift
variation as a function of the position of the emitter is
proportional to ki

pq 2 ki
vw 5 ( p 2 v) 3 (2p/Lx)1x 1 (q

2 w)(2p/Ly8) 1y8 and thus shows a proportional period-
icity. Considering dipole emission intensity over a peri-
odic unit cell will average out this phase-shift variation,
resulting in an incoherent interaction of the distinct
Bragg coupled contributions with a single spatial fre-
quency.
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Grating-Assisted Resonant-Cavity LEDs with Use of
a One-Dimensional Grating
One-dimensional gratings used in RCLEDs do not help
much to boost the efficiency, as shown graphically above,
but they do give rise to an asymmetric, polarization-
selective emission. This polarization is not related to the
polarizations as defined for the dipole emission in Section
3 but defines the orientation of the electric field E with
respect to the Bragg vector KL of the 1D grating. TE re-
fers to an in-plane E component normal to KL . Figure 6
shows the polarization-selective behavior of a hybrid
bottom-emitting cavity with a metallic/semiconductor 1D
grating as top mirror and a GaAs/AlAs DBR as bottom
mirror. The period of the grating is 600 nm (second-
order grating), the depth is 100 nm, and the filling factor
is 0.3. The surface-normal emission shows clearly a
polarization-selective emission preferentially in the TE
polarization.

Figure 7 shows the angle-resolved spectrum for TE
emission in the plane containing the Bragg vector and kz
(azimuthal angle f 5 0). According to the WDM, quasi-

Fig. 6. Polarization-selective emission: surface-normal spec-
tral data for TE and TM polarization.

Fig. 7. Angle-resolved spectrum in the plane mounted by the
Bragg vector and kz (azimuthal angle f 5 0).
guided modes are extracted into an angle uout correspond-
ing to ki

out when their in-plane wave vector k i
gm satisfies

the Bragg condition: k i
gm 5 ki

out 6 vKL . This condi-
tion is fulfilled by two counterpropagating modes when
v5 2 (second-order grating), resulting in a splitting of
the angle-resolved spectrum when oblique angles are con-
sidered ( f 5 0).

The downward power per unit solid angle for a mono-
chromatic source as a function of the angle in the highest-
index medium along the x axis is plotted for this device in
Fig. 8. Diffraction of the guided wave toward the outside
mode is clearly visible when this plot is compared with
the corresponding plot of a homogeneous layered RCLED
in Fig. 1(c). On top of the lower Q-factored Fabry–Perot
mode (10°–20°), two sharp peaks corresponding to the
first and second diffraction orders can be distinguished at
0.1° and 27°, respectively. The inset of Fig. 8 shows the
respective contour plot in the ki space. The WVD of Fig.
2(b) can be distinguished. The speckled character of the
diffracted waves in this contour plot is attributed to the
finite grid.

Fig. 8. Simulated power per unit solid angle along the x axis as
a function of the angle in the highest-index medium. Inset:
contour plot of the simulated power per unit solid angle in ki

space.

Fig. 9. Simulated power per unit solid angle along the x axis as
a function of the angle for increasing period.
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With increasing period of the grating, the peak corre-
sponding to the extractable diffracted guided wave will
shift toward larger angles. This is shown in Fig. 9 for a
first-order grating with periods 300, 320, and 390 nm. In
the WVD this corresponds to projection of the guided-
wave circle toward the extraction cone by use of a Bragg
vector with decreasing length. The simulations are in
correspondence with previously published experimental
results.28

B. Grating-Assisted Resonant-Cavity LEDs with Use of
a Two-Dimensional Grating
The downward power per unit solid angle as a function of
the angle in the highest-index medium for a hybrid

Fig. 10. Simulated power per unit solid angle along the x axis as
a function of the angle in the highest-index medium. Inset:
contour plot of the simulated power per unit solid angle in ki

space. (a) 2D partially metallized air–semiconductor square lat-
tice grating of depth 90 nm, fill factor 0.5, and period 300 nm; (b)
2D partially metallized air–semiconductor square lattice grating
of depth 90 nm, fill factor 0.5, and period 390 nm.
Fig. 11. (a) Extraction efficiency of a hybrid bottom-emitting
cavity with a 2D partially metallized air–semiconductor square
lattice grating with period 300 nm and wavelength 976 nm as a
function of the grating depth, (b) corresponding power per unit
solid angle along the x axis as a function of the angle in the
highest-index medium, (c) extraction efficiency for a grating with
depth 90 nm as a function of the emitted wavelength.
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bottom-emitting cavity is plotted in Fig. 10. The data in
Fig. 10(a) are representative for a grating period of 300
nm and depth 90 nm; Fig. 10(b) is representative for a
grating period of 390 nm and depth 90 nm. The 2D
square lattice grating is partially covered with metal; this
corresponds to obliquely evaporating the metallic contact
on the grating that covers only the grating teeth. In con-
trast to full metallic gratings, the metallic absorption of
partially metallized gratings is reduced, while homoge-
neous current injection remains. The inset is the respec-
tive representation in the ki space. The diffracted guided
wave is clearly present at extractable angles when the pe-
riod is chosen to be 300 nm. When the period is in-
creased, the peak corresponding the diffracted guided
mode shifts to larger angles. This is similar to the case of
GA-RCLEDs with a 1D grating.

The device can be optimized for high brightness by
choosing the right combination of parameters: grating
depth, grating period, filling factor, lattice structure, grat-
ing materials, cavity thickness, position of QWs, reflectiv-
ity of the bottom mirror, etc. As an example, the depen-
dence on grating thickness for a hybrid bottom-emitting
cavity with a 2D air–semiconductor square lattice grating
of period 300 nm and filling factor 0.5 is shown in Fig.
11(a). The 2D grating is partially covered with metal.
Figures 11(a) and 11(c) plot the extraction efficiency as a
function of the grating depth, with a monochromatic
source. Plots of the corresponding downward power per
unit solid angle as a function of the angle show not only
that the diffractive properties of the grating affect the ex-
traction efficiency but also that the cavity tuning along
the z axis plays a role in the brightness of the device [Fig.
11(b)]. The tuning affects the round-trip condition,
which in turn influences the extractable Fabry–Perot
mode. The equivalent phase plane of the grating (an
imaginary plane that shows equivalent phase conditions
for the zeroth-order reflection at the grating) varies with
the depth of the grating. A deeper grating corresponds to
a shorter cavity. Extraction of the Fabry–Perot mode is
most efficient when the cavity is slightly detuned toward
thicker cavities.20

A local optimum of more than 43% has been found with
partial scanning of the large parameter space. Although
this percentage holds only for monochromatic sources, the
GA-RCLED is promising for highly efficient devices with
finite intrinsic spectra, as can be seen in Fig. 11(c). The
efficiency remains high over a wavelength range of 970–
990 nm. This range overlaps the intrinsic spectrum of
the considered devices (FWHM 5 20 nm).

5. CONCLUSION
A design for high-brightness RCLEDs was presented. An
electromagnetic analysis for dipole emission in periodi-
cally corrugated multilayered systems was detailed.
Implementation of this method is straightforward. Nu-
merical calculations for a hybrid bottom-emitting cavity
with a DBR bottom mirror and a partially metallic cov-
ered 2D air–semiconductor grating show that efficiencies
of 40% can be obtained.
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